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Torque Control of
Electrorheological Fluidic
Resistive Actuators for Haptic
Vehicular Instrument Controls
Force-feedback mechanisms have been designed to simplify and enhance the human-
vehicle interface. The increase in secondary controls within vehicle cockpits has created
a desire for a simpler, more efficient human-vehicle interface. By consolidating various
controls into a single, haptic feedback control device, information can be transmitted to
the operator, without requiring the driver’s visual attention. In this paper, the experimen-
tal closed loop torque control of electro-rheological fluids (ERF) based resistive actua-
tors for haptic applications is performed. ERFs are liquids that respond mechanically to
electric fields by changing their properties, such as viscosity and shear stress electroac-
tively. Using the electrically controlled rheological properties of ERFs, we developed
resistive-actuators for haptic devices that can resist human operator forces in a con-
trolled and tunable fashion. In this study, the ERF resistive-actuator analytical model is
derived and experimentally verified and accurate closed loop torque control is experi-
mentally achieved using a non-linear proportional integral controller with a feedforward
loop. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2192822�
1 Introduction

In recent years, the proliferation of secondary controls within
vehicles has created a desire to develop mechanisms to simplify
and enhance the human-vehicle interface. A better interface tech-
nology is sought to facilitate driver access to a growing array of
vehicle secondary functions, such as advanced audio features, cli-
mate controls, telecommunications and navigation. Electro-
rheological fluids �ERF� based force-feedback mechanisms have
been developed to address these issues. ERFs are liquids that re-
spond mechanically to electrical stimulation by changing their vis-
cosity electroactively. Using the electrically controlled rheological
properties of ERFs, haptic devices have been developed that can
resist human operator forces in a controlled and tunable fashion.

Instrument controls have haptic properties to maximize the ease
of use for vehicle occupants. A single force-feedback knob can
emulate the feel of conventional control knobs �detents, limit
stops, friction� and can produce new effects as well such as vibra-
tion, scrolling, and free-spin, all instantaneously reconfigurable
under computer control. Such a haptic knob can simulate the func-
tions of all instrument controls that it replaces and thus reduced to
one device, the control of the dashboard provides the driver with
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instant access to all functions, quickly and ergonomically. Figure
1 illustrates the concept of a multi-function haptic knob for ve-
hicular instrument controls.

Several rotary force-feedback control knobs have been pro-
posed for use in vehicular control that use a motor and a micro-
processor controller to achieve the desired effect �1–4�. However,
the magnitude of the torque available from these devices is limited
by the size of the motor and its power consumption, both of which
must be limited for practical use in a vehicle. To address some of
these issues, a haptic knob has been developed that incorporates a
brake to provide high torque capability in a small volume with
low power consumption �5�. A magneto-rheological fluid �MRF�-
based brake �6� improves the performance characteristics, how-
ever a large magnetic circuit is needed to generate a sufficient
magnetic field. By using electro-rheological fluids it is possible to
overcome the remaining limitations to further enhance the devel-
opment of haptic interfaces for vehicular control. Specifically, it is
possible to decrease the size, weight, and power consumption
while increasing torque/force capability and device degrees-of-
freedom. By using an electro-rheological fluid �ERF� it is possible
to develop compact haptic devices since the ERF and its elec-
trodes could be incorporated within the structure of the device,
thus saving a lot of space. The compactness property satisfies the
strict geometric constraints provided by the car manufacturers
about the size of the haptic interfaces. ERFs are low power mate-
rials and hence the ERF based haptic interfaces are low power
devices which is a property very much desired by the car manu-

facturers. Furthermore, the ERF device’s small overall size allows
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the addition of degrees of freedom without adding too much
space. This characteristic is very important since it will increase
the “dexterity” of the force-feedback device by being able to pro-
gram a larger number of functions.

During the last 50 years, it has been known that there are liq-
uids that respond mechanically to electrical stimulation. These
liquids change their viscosity electroactively and they have at-
tracted a great deal of interest of engineers and scientists. These
electro-rheological fluids �ERF� exhibit a rapid, reversible, and
tunable transition from a fluid state to a solid-like state upon the
application of an external electric field �7�. Some of the advan-
tages of ERFs are their high yield stress, low current density, and
fast response �less than 1 ms�. ERFs can apply very high electri-
cally controlled resistive forces while their size �weight and geo-
metric parameters� can be very small. ERFs are also not abrasive,
non-toxic, and non-polluting �meet health and safety regulations�.
ERFs can be combined with other actuator types such as electro-
magnetic, pneumatic, or electrochemical actuators so that novel,
hybrid actuators are produced with high power density and low
energy requirements �8�. The electrically controlled rheological
properties of ERFs can be beneficial to a wide range of technolo-
gies requiring damping or resistive force generation. Examples of
such applications are active vibration suppression and motion con-
trol. Several commercial applications have been explored, mostly
in the automotive industry for ERF-based engine mounts, shock
absorbers, clutches, and seat dampers. Other applications include
variable-resistance exercise equipment, earthquake-resistant tall
structures, and positioning devices �7�.

During the last ten years, some researchers proposed the use of
ERFs in an effort to improve the performance of haptic interfaces.
There are many properties of ERFs that can greatly improve the
design of haptic devices. Their high yield stress, combined with
their small sizes, can result in miniature haptic devices that can
easily fit inside the human palm without creating any obstructions
to human motion. ERFs do not require any transmission elements
to produce high forces, so direct drive systems can be produced
with less weight and inertia. Finally, ERFs respond almost in-
stantly, in milliseconds, which can permit very high bandwidth
control important for mirroring fast motions. The use of ERFs for
tactile sensing in robotic fingers was proposed in Ref. �9�. Based
on that work, several workers proposed the use of ERFs in tactile
arrays used to interact with virtual environments �10� and also as
assistive devices for the blind to read the Braille system as pro-
posed in Ref. �11�. Continuing this work, a 5�5 ERF tactile array
was developed and tested experimentally �12�. An ERF-based pla-
nar force-feedback manipulator system that interacts with a virtual
environment was described in Ref. �13�. This system is actuated
by low-inertia motors equipped with an ER clutch. An ERF-based
force-feedback joystick has been developed in Ref. �14�. The joy-

Fig. 1 Artist’s view of a multi-function haptic knob for vehicu-
lar instrument control
stick consists of a ball and socket joint where ERF has been
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placed in the space between the ball and the socket. The operator
feels a resistive force to his/her motion resulting from the con-
trolled viscosity of the ERF.

While a lot of research has been performed on the design, mod-
eling, and testing of ERF based resistive devices, little work has
been performed on their closed loop control. Most of the literature
in this area studied the position control �15� while very little work
has been performed on the force/torque control of these devices.
ERF devices are generally used with position control as dampers
to avoid vibration �16�, such as in vehicle suspensions �17� or for
developing anti-seismic buildings �18�. Position control has also
been applied in ERF devices such as valves �19�. Force control
applications of ERFs have been studied in Ref. �20� where the tip
of a robotic finger was equipped with an ERF actuated component
that acts as an actively controlled damper. This allows optimal
absorption of the impulse forces at the contact transitions, while
the explicit force control of the finger is left to a conventional dc
motor. On the contrary, in the present paper, an ERF-based resis-
tive actuator is used for the explicit force control of the haptic
knob, without the need of an additional actuator.

Our group has developed and studied several ERF based haptic
systems �21,22�. The joints of these systems are powered by spe-
cially designed ERF based resistive actuators. In our work we use
the term “resistive actuator” to denote the fact that these ERF
actuating elements are only capable of generating re-
programmable, computer controllable, and time varying resistive
forces or torques to any externally applied load on the haptic
interface. Recently we developed prototypes of rotary ERF based
resistive actuating elements for haptic knobs for vehicular instru-
ment controls �23�. The present paper focuses on the torque con-
trol of this device and its application for the creation of haptic
illusions. Section 2 briefly recalls the fundamentals of ERF mod-
elling, while Sec. 3 shows how the fluid model can be used to
derive the resistive actuator model. As many parameters of the
model were not precisely known, an experimental identification of
the resistive actuator behavior had to be performed and is summa-
rized in Sec. 4. The experimentally identified model was then used
in a torque control loop whose design is detailed in Sec. 5. This is
the first time that closed loop torque control of ERF devices is
achieved using a non-linear proportional integral controller. Fi-
nally, the programming of haptic illusions with the closed-loop
torque controlled ERF resistive actuator is demonstrated. Indeed,
conventional control schemes, mainly based on stiffness selection,
could not be used in such an ERF based resistive actuator, because
it cannot behave as a spring. Rather, an original method, presented
in Sec. 6, was developed. With this approach, haptic illusions are
created by computing the desired torque fed to the torque control-
ler, not only from positions, as usual, but also from the measured
torque, in order to analyze what the user is doing and to react
appropriately.

2 Fundamentals of Electro-Rheological Fluids
ERFs are suspensions of polarizable particles in a viscous non-

conducting oil with particle-fluid dielectric mismatch. Typical sus-
pended particles in an ERF are approximately spherical and
1–100 �m diameter long, while the suspending fluids are non-
conducting solvents �24–27�. When an uncharged particle is
placed in an electric field, it develops an induced dipole if the
surrounding medium has a different dielectric constant due to the
differing polarizability of the two materials. This dipole is further
enhanced by the presence of other particles since they intensify
the local electric field experienced by any one particle. Particle
polarization changes their organization in the fluid and causes
changes in fluid rheological properties. The changes in the suspen-
sion microstructure increase the effective viscosity of a sheared
ERF, which is known as the Winslow effect �28�. The effective
viscosity of the ERF suspension can be 100,000 times greater for
electric field strengths of about 1 kV/mm perpendicular to the

direction of flow. Since the discovery of the electrorheological
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phenomenon, a lot of research has been performed to develop a
behavior model of ERF �29�. The well-known one is the Bingham
model.

Modeling the behavior of an ERF is generally performed by
using a known conventional fluid �or even solid-plastic� model,
thus defining the basic structure of the model, and then character-
izing how the model parameters are affected by the application of
an electric field, or by the variation of some internal state vari-
ables, such as temperature or the type of flow �30�. Under zero
field conditions, ERFs are generally characterized by a simple
Newtonian viscosity. When subjected to high electric fields, ERFs
develop a yield stress and their shear stress � is fairly well mod-
eled as a Bingham plastic:

� = ��̇ + �y,d �1�

where � is the plastic viscosity, �̇ is the shear rate and �y,d is the
Bingham or dynamic yield stress.

One can conclude by extrapolation to zero shear rate that the
stress must exceed this dynamic yield stress in order for the ma-
terial to flow, similarly to a dry Coulomb friction model. In fact,
the minimum stress required to cause the ERF to flow is not
necessarily the dynamic yield stress but rather the static yield
stress �y,s��y,d. Using the friction analogy, this can be understood
as the well-known Stribeck effect. More precisely, there are three
yield stresses characterizing the behavior of an ERF �31�. The first
is the elastic-limit yield stress �e, which is used, in solid mechan-
ics. Upon complete removal of the stress exceeding �e, the mate-
rial never fully recovers and suffers a permanent strain �e, which
is the transition between elastic and plastic deformation. The
elastic-limit yield stress is not the limit of linear behavior but
rather the limit of reversibility for the material. Loss of linear
behavior generally occurs before the elastic limit. The static yield
stress �s is the minimum stress necessary for the unbounded strain
or the deformation of the material. Finally, the plateau stress for
large strains is the dynamic yield stress �d.

The Bingham plastic model has been widely used to predict the
post-yield behavior of ERF, i.e., the behavior of the ERF when
flowing. However, if the fluid experiences shear thinning or thick-
ening, the Bingham plastic model may not be an accurate predic-
tor of the behavior since the post-yield plastic viscosity is as-
sumed to be constant. When shear thinning or thickening effect is
more pronounced, the post-yield behavior becomes non-linear. In
order to accurately model this non-linear post-yield �or flowing�
behavior, another generic fluid model should be used that is called
the Herschel-Bulkley model �32�:

� = �y,d + k�̇n �2�
This fluid model is a generalized model for visco-plastic flow

with yield stress. It can be reduced to the Bingham plastic model
�namely, n=1� in the case where post-yield shear thinning or
thickening are minimal. In regard to the Bingham model described
by Eq. �1�, the applied electric field E affects the dynamic yield
stress, with a quadratic relationship. This yields

�y,d = �E2 �3�
The ERF used in this project is the LID 3354S manufactured by

Smart Technology Ltd. �33�. It is made up of 35% by volume of
polymer particles in silicone/fluorolube base oil. According to the
provider, the field dependencies for this particular fluid are

�y,s = Cs�E − Eref�

�y,d = CdE2

� = �0 − CvE2 �4�

where �0 is the zero field viscosity, Cs, Cd, Cv, and Eref are con-
stants whose approximate values are supplied by the manufac-
turer. Obviously, the formula for the static yield stress is only

valid for fields greater than Eref. In this work, it is assumed that
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the torque controller will be used to finely control the resistive
torque of a device that is moved by an operator �or by an auxiliary
motor� and therefore only the dynamic mode is considered.

A very important phenomenon in the operation of ERFs that
can cause serious controls problems is the effect of “arcing.” It
can be observed that after a certain voltage, usually very high, the
ERF will present arcing between its electrodes which will result in
loss of the control of the ERF and its properties for a very small
amount of time. In the case of ERF resistive actuators that are
studied in this paper, arcing can be seen as a saturation of the
actuator, which means that there is a maximum limit of voltage
that can be applied between the actuator electrodes. Above this
maximum/saturation voltage limit the actuator will not be able to
function. Arcing releases the stored energy in the fluid �de-
energizes the electric field� causing the activated ERF to return to
its liquid state. A high performance high-voltage power supply
will re-energize the fluid quickly, but in practice, there will be
several hundred milliseconds with no control over the fluid and its
resistive properties. Current leakage through the ERF during arc-
ing results in heat build up and negatively affects the properties of
the ER fluid, resulting in increased power consumption and re-
duced fluid life. At the design level, there are several details that
can reduce the chances of arcing. One should eliminate all sharp
edges from the electrodes of the ERF device since local charge
concentrations form at these edges; this is similar to the lightning
rod effect during a thunderstorm. It is also important to make sure
that the electrodes are evenly spaced apart and are parallel. Field
strength is directly proportional to gap size, so any misalignment,
wobble, or electrodes that are improperly spaced will increase the
chances of arcing. By following these design guidelines it is pos-
sible to increase considerably the maximum voltage �saturation
limit� that can be applied to an ERF resistive actuator.

3 The FP Resistive Actuator and its Model
A haptic feedback joystick and knob have been developed by

our team to address the desire for simplifying and enhancing the
human-vehicle interface �23�. They are used in this paper as the
test-bed to perform closed loop torque control experiments and
initial haptic knob tests. The studied ERF resistive actuator con-
sists of multiple parallel rotating electrode plates. This allows for
enhancing the resistive torque output capability by increasing the
activated area of the fluid while maintaining a compact volume.
Figure 2 shows the components and assembly of the flat-plate or
FP resistive actuator. Two shafts are designed and situated in a
concentric orientation with one shaft fixed to the housing of the
device and the second able to rotate against the fixed shaft �Fig.
2�a��. Circular copper plates connected to the shafts �Fig. 2�b��
serve as the positive and negative electrodes that generate the
electric field to actuate the ERF that sits inside the gap. These
separate shaft-plate assemblies are fit together �Fig. 2�c�� to form
the multiple-plate, and then inserted into a housing that is filled
with ERF �Fig. 2�d��. The shaft-plate assemblies are mounted to
an enclosure which contains bearings and a seal to prevent leak-
age of the ERF or of its vapors. Preventing vaporization of the
fluid virtually eliminates the effect of suspension settling after
long periods of time. Considerable effort was made to reduce the
friction caused by the seal. Figure 3 shows a cut-away view of the
assembled multiple flat-plate ERF resistive actuator and a picture
of the experimental prototype. The plastic parts of the prototype
were built using rapid prototyping methods to allow for the quick
creation of complicated shapes that would not have been possible
with machine shop methods. The copper plates were machined,
however, using more traditional methods. Table 1 shows the val-
ues of the important parameters of the FP resistive actuator pro-
totype.

Figure 4 defines important geometric parameters that are used
in order to develop a model for the FP resistive actuator. Provid-
ing a model of the device from the fluid model supposes to map

the shear stress into the output torque and the shear rate into the
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output velocity. To do so, we assume that the shear stress is con-
stant along a line parallel to the axis, between the electrodes. Due
to the symmetry of the system, the shear stress is supposed to
depend only on the radius r, not on the angle �. The elementary
resistive torque between a pair of electrodes is then

Fig. 2 Components and assembly s

Fig. 3 Assembled multiple flat-plate ERF resistive actuator:
CAD drawing „left… and experimental prototype „right…

Table 1 Values of flat-plate „FP… ERF resistive actuator impor-
tant parameters

Outer radius 14.7 mm
Length 32.5 mm
Gap width 0.5 mm
Dynamic torque at 2 kV 188.5 mN m
Dynamic torque at 4 kV 753.4 mN m
Range of motion 120°
Number of plates 15
Fig. 4 FP resistive actuator model geometric parameters

Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
Tele =�
ri

r0

r��r�dA �5�

where dA=2�rdr and ��r� is the shear stress at a radius r from the
axis.

Since N rotating plates are mounted in between N+1 fixed
plates, there are 2N gaps filled with ERF, producing a total resis-
tive torque given by

Ta = 2NTele = 4�N�
ri

r0

r2��r�dr �6�

Furthermore, for a displacement 	� of the device, the �angular�
shear deformation of a fluid element 	� �see Fig. 5� at a radius r
is

	� =
r

d
	� �7�

The relationship from the angular velocity to the shear rate is
then

�̇ =
r

d
�̇ �8�

Thus, combining Eqs. �1�, �4�, and �8�, one gets

��r� = CdE2 + ��0 − CvE2�
r

d
�̇ �9�

Combining Eq. �9� with Eq. �6�, we obtain

Ta = 4�N�
ri

r0

r2�CdE2 + ��0 − CvE2�
r

d
�̇�dr �10�

which finally leads to:

Ta = 4�N�Cd

r0
3 − ri

3

3
− Cv

r0
4 − ri

4

4d
�̇	E2 + �N�r0

4 − ri
4�

�0

d
�̇

�11�
Furthermore, in order to produce the electric field, a positive

voltage Vp is applied to the fixed plates, while the rotating plates,
which geometrically alternate with the fixed ones, are grounded.
The field is then the same in all the inter-plate gaps, and is simply

s for the flat plate resistive actuator
tep
given by
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E =
Vp

d
�12�

The final model of the actuator can then be written as

Ta = ��0 − �1�̇�Vp
2 + �2�̇ �13�

where �i, i� �1, . . . ,3� are constant positive scalars given by

�1 =
�4NCd�r0

3 − ri
3�

3d2

�1 =
�NCv�r0

4 − ri
4�

d3

�2 = �N�r0
4 − ri

4�
�0

d
�14�

The device also exhibits friction that does not arise from the
fluid itself, but from other mechanical parts, such as sealing. This
additional friction torque Tf is modeled as the sum of a dry fric-
tion term Tfd and a viscous friction coefficient 
 f. The final result-
ing torque is then

T = Ta + Tf = ��0 − �1�̇�Vp
2 + �2�̇ + Tfd sign��̇� + 
 f�̇ �15�

Finally, it was experimentally observed that the system experi-
ences a slightly hysteretic behavior, which is not accounted for in
this model. Modeling of hysteresis could be performed by the use
of a complex mathematical description such as Preisach modeling.
However, the off line identification of such a model involves a
large number of parameters. Moreover, the use of such a model
for control purposes requires robust on line matching of the model
parameter values, and it is still an open research issue that is
beyond the scope of this paper. As a consequence, the static be-
havior given by Eq. �15� was kept as the nominal model of the
resistive actuator. To compensate for the small error that is gener-
ated by neglecting the hysteretic behavior, a proportional-integral
�PI� term was used in the controller �see Sec. 5�, thus canceling
the steady state error in spite of the modeling uncertainties.

In the model of Eq. �15�, no transient dynamics have been
included. Namely, the yield torque, at a given velocity, is sup-
posed to settle instantaneously when applying a voltage. In fact,
both literature and the fluid provider report time response as short
as 1 ms, which can be considered as an instantaneous response,
since the system will be digitally controlled with a 5 ms sampling

Fig. 5 Experimental
period. In terms of dynamics, the dominant pole of the system is
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the pole of the amplifying electronics, which transforms the low
voltage output V generated by the control computer into the high
voltage Vp applied to the electrodes:

Vp =
G

1 + �es
V �16�

where the static gain G=1000 is given by the electronics provider
while the time constant �e was experimentally identified: �e
=25 ms.

In summary, from the command output V to the torque T, the
resistive actuator model can be viewed as a cascade between a
linear transient dynamics term described by Eq. �16� and a non-

linear static component, with a secondary input �̇, described by
Eq. �15�.

4 Experimental Parameter Identification
To test the performance of the FP resistive actuator prototype,

as well as to experimentally validate its theoretical model and to
perform closed loop torque control experiments, an experimental
setup shown in Fig. 5 was developed. The FP resistive actuator
shaft is attached to a flexible coupling to ensure proper alignment.
The other side of the flexible coupling is connected to a dc motor
through a belt with a pulley wheel. This motor is velocity con-
trolled by an independent system. The FP resistive actuator will
controllably resist the externally applied torques. An optical en-
coder attached to the shaft is used to measure the angular dis-
placement. A torque sensor is attached at the base of the FP ac-
tuator to measure its resistive torque output. In this experimental
setup, two parameters can be changed by the user: the velocity of
the motor and the voltage applied to the fluid.

A PC augmented with a US Digital® PC7166TM PC to incre-
mental encoder interface card and a Datel® PC-412CTM Analog
I/O board was used in the open and closed loop experiments. The
PC collects the sensor measurements, that is the torque T through
the data acquisition board and the rotational angle � from the
encoder interface card, performs the feedback control calculation
and then it sends out the voltage V to the FP resistive actuator,
through the D/A converter and laboratory built amplifiers.

Our objective in this section is to verify the ability of Eq. �15�
to describe the static post-yield behavior of the resistive actuator
and experimentally identify the model parameters. First, experi-
ments are performed with a constant speed of the dc motor that
provides the input torque to the FP resistive actuator. Then, the
same experiments are performed with different constant speeds. In

tup of a haptic knob
se
order to avoid the excitation of internal hysteretic cycles, that
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po
would corrupt the parametric identification, a careful repetitive
procedure is used as follows for each experiment with constant
speed:

�a� The device is initially placed at �=0°.
�b� The motor starts and obtains a constant velocity, and a

ramp voltage is applied to the ERF. It is verified that
the ramp slope is slow enough compared to the ex-
pected resistive actuator dominant dynamics. As a re-
sult, a quasi-static behavior can be assumed. When
applying the ramp voltage, the resistive torque is
measured.

�c� When this experiment is over, the resistive actuator is
put back in the initial position with a null electric
field.

�d� It is then verified that, redoing the experiment from
step a�, the torque response is repeatable.

On Fig. 6, lines in blue show typical results of the torque-
voltage relationship for four different velocities of the dc motor.

From Fig. 6 it can be verified that the response shape agrees
with Eq. �15�. It can be noticed that, below a certain voltage limit
Vlim, which depends on the velocity, the ERF seems reactionless.
Note that this is in accordance with Eq. �4�, which describes the
static preyield behavior, although what is measured here is the
dynamic mode. To account for this experimentally emphasized
phenomenon, and taking into account that the experiments were
performed with constant speed, Eq. �15� can be written as

T = 
T0 if V � Vlim

T0 + k �V − Vlim�2 otherwise
� �17�

where T0 is the minimal torque measured with a zero voltage, Vlim
is the voltage under which nothing happens.

The three parameters of a constant speed experiment, namely
T0, k, and Vlim are then computed in order to obtain a least square
best fit. In Fig. 6, the red lines show the best fits of this model for
the different velocities. The identified parameters T0, k, and Vlim
are different for each experiment, which denotes their dependency
on velocity. The identified parameters for several velocities are

Fig. 6 Reactive torque res
reported in Table 2.

Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
In turn, a best fit is used to express the velocity dependency of
these three parameters. It is found that the three parameters are
linear functions of the velocity. Namely:

T = T0 + k�V

− Vlim�2 with�
T0 = 17.25 sign��̇� + 0.0625�̇

k = 123 sign��̇� + 0.5�̇

Vlim =
0.3 + 7 . 10−4�̇ if �̇ � 0

0.45 − 7 . 10−4�̇ if �̇ � 0
� 

�18�

where V is the computer output voltage expressed in volts �which
is also the ERF applied voltage expressed in kV� and the torques
are expressed in mNm. Note that the velocity dependency con-
firms, in part, the theoretical model. For example, the coefficient k
decreases with the velocity, as the expected effect of the positive
scalar �1. Also, the zero field torque T0 is the sum of a dry friction
term �17.25 mNm� and a viscous term, as expected.

Figure 7 shows the 3D plot mapping of the FP resistive actuator
resistive torque output as a function of the applied voltage �V� and

of the dc motor velocity ��̇� using the experimental identified
model. Experimental results have been superimposed with differ-
ent colors for different velocities. Experimental curves fit well the

nse for different velocities

Table 2 Experimental value of the parameters

Velocity
�deg/s� T0 �mNm� K

Vlim
�V�

53 20.7 78 0.41
33.5 20 100 0.45
27 19.7 110 0.45
16 18.3 120 0.45
−16 −18.4 −105 0.3
−26 −18.9 −97 0.3
−32.5 −18.8 −87 0.3
−50 −20 −65 0.2
JUNE 2006, Vol. 128 / 221



model’s 3D plot mapping, which illustrate the accuracy of the
identified model. Again, recall that this accuracy is obtained
thanks to a careful procedure that was aimed at preventing hys-
teretic internal cycles from occurring. Should a hysteretic cycle
occur, the model would not be as precise as depicted in Fig. 7.

When controlling the device, one will need to use the resistive
actuator model identified with Eq. �18� to convert desired torques
to input voltages in the ERF. To do so Eq. �18� needs to be in-
verted so that it calculates the voltage V as a function of the

command torque T̃ and of the actuator velocity �̇:

V�T̃, �̇� = Vlim��̇� +� T̃ − T0��̇�

k��̇�
�19�

To be able to use Eq. �19� the following constraint needs to be
satisfied:

Fig. 7 FP resistive actuator resistive torque as a function of
input voltage and rotational speed
Fig. 8 Experimental verifica
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T�V, �̇� − T0��̇� � 0 �20�
Inequality �20� means that the desired resistive torque that the

resistive actuator should produce must be larger than T0 ��̇�, i.e.,
the minimal torque measured with a zero voltage, which is the
sum of a dry friction term and a viscous term depending on the
velocity. In cases where the desired torque is such that inequality
�20� is not satisfied, i.e., when the applied voltages are between
zero and Vlim, a linear interpolation is used to calculate the applied
voltage:

V�T̃, �̇� = Vlim��̇�
T̃

T0��̇�
�21�

Equation �21� does not correspond to any physical model, but it
is used to provide inverse model continuity when the voltages are
lower than Vlim. In order to validate this inverse model, a set of
open loop experiments were performed. During these experi-
ments, the motor speed was set to a constant value, then a ramp
desired torque was provided, and the inverse model was used to
compute the command Voltage V corresponding to this desired
torque, from Eqs. �19� and �21�. The resistive torque of the FP
resistive actuator was measured using the torque sensor and com-
pared to the desired one. Some representative results from these
experiments are shown in Fig. 8, emphasizing a reasonable preci-
sion of the model.

5 Closed Loop Torque Control
Two different closed loop controllers were considered: �a� a

simple, model free, linear proportional-integral �PI� controller and
�b� a non-linear, model based, PI controller with a feed-forward
term. Figure 9 shows the block diagram of the linear PI controller
without using the identified model.

In order to tune the proportional Kp and integral Ki gains, the
dominant pole of the voltage amplifier was canceled by choosing
Kp /Ki=25 ms, while Kp was manually tuned up in order to obtain
a well damped response. The gains were tuned for a desired
torque stepping from 25–30 mNm. The finally tuned gains are
Kp=0.015 V/mNm and Ki=0.6 V/s mNm. Figure 10 shows the
tion of the inverse model
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results from two different step inputs, one on the left with a low
and another on the right with a high desired torque input.

The graphs on the left of Fig. 10 show a well-damped response
for a desired torque stepping from 25 to 30 mNm. The graphs on
the right, which are obtained with the same controller, for a de-
sired torque stepping from 45 to 50 mNm, indicate a large over-
shoot. The fact that the response is well damped for low torques
while the system exhibits a high overshoot if the desired torque is
large, can be explained by the non-linearity between the output
torque and the input voltage. For low torques, a small change in
the voltage leads to a small change in the reactive torque. The
same small change in the voltage leads to a large change in the
resistive torque output for high torques. This can be seen in Fig.
10 where 0.35 V are needed to increase the torque by 5 mNm in
low torques, and only 0.15 V for a high torque. This illustrates the
well-known fact that a linear controller, when used with a nonlin-
ear plant, exhibits a closed loop response that depends on the state
of the system. The linearizing effect of the closed loop is only
partial. That is why a nonlinear controller was investigated and is
presented in the rest of this section.

Figure 11 shows the block diagram of a non-linear, model based
PI controller with a feed-forward term. A control error is fed into
a PI controller. The command torque is the sum of the output from
the PI controller and a desired torque feedforward term. The latter
is used so that the PI compensator works with small values of
inputs and outputs. The command torque is converted to a control
voltage using the non-linear Equation �19�. The PI controller is
manually tuned in order to achieve a fast and damped response.
The final gains are Kp=0.6, Ki=100 s−1. Some representative re-
sults from the experiments with this controller are shown in Fig.
12. It can be clearly seen that the response is fast �settling time is
approximately 70 ms� and well damped. The response is repro-

Fig. 9 Linear PI controller
Fig. 10 Closed loop step respon
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ducible for any value of the desired torque input, which indicates
a successful linearization. Extensive experiments have demon-
strated a strong robustness of the controller to variations of ex-
perimental conditions, such as the magnitude and sign of velocity.
The closed loop dynamics are rather constant, even when the re-
sistive actuator is cycled arbitrarily, i.e., when its hysteretic be-
havior is excited.

6 Creating a Haptic Sensation With the FP Resistive
Actuator

A major difficulty in creating a haptic sensation with ERF-
based devices is that they are semi-active systems. Because an FP
resistive actuator is not a fully active device, a number of classical
illusions in haptics cannot be realized as easily as when using
fully active devices.

For example, assume that it is desired to create an artificial limit
to a knob rotation. In conventional control of haptic devices, this
is achieved by creating a virtual spring with controllable stiffness
�see Fig. 13�a��. With a fully actuated device, the haptic function
consists of generating a desired torque to feed the inner torque
loop, using sole position measurement as an input �Fig. 13�b��.

More precisely, in the case of the spring function, using the
notations of Fig. 13, the haptic function would be:

if � � �0 then Td = 0 else Td = f��� = k��0 − ��
It can be observed that in this case, the desired torque can be

achieved independently of what the operator does. For example,
assume that the operator turns the knob up to a certain angle �, by
exerting a torque k��0−��. At the equilibrium, the knob exerts a
torque equal and of opposite sign to the operator. If the operator
releases the handle, the actuator will still exert the same torque
�since it is active�, producing a knob angular acceleration, which

Fig. 11 Non-linear PI controller with feed-forward term
se using a linear PI controller
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will result in a back rotational motion of the knob until angle �
becomes smaller than the equilibrium position �0. Obviously, this
cannot happen with a semi-active system. Indeed, if we’d apply
the same haptic function f��� to a semi-active device, the system
would exhibit the following behavior. When the operator starts
turning, with the condition that the inner torque loop is fast and
precise enough, the knob behavior is similar to that of a fully
active device described above. When the operator releases the
knob, the torque produced by the resistive actuator is zero, which
means that the knob stays still. Furthermore, since Td= f���
=k��0−��, there is a non-zero desired torque, resulting in a large
control error. Due to the presence of an integrator within the
torque loop, the actuator saturates to its maximal input voltage,
corresponding to a resistive torque Tmax. If the operator wants the
knob to get back to an angle ���0, he or she has to apply a
negative torque. Since the desired torque does not change until �
changes, the operator will have to exert a torque larger �in abso-
lute value� than -Tmax to move the knob back.

For all these reasons stated above, to achieve a haptic sensation
with an ERF based resistive actuator, it is required to implement a
haptic function that uses as inputs not only the knob angle, but
also the measurement of the torque applied by the operator. We
consider here the haptic realization of a “click” function. Namely,
what we want to provide is a minimal resistive torque over the
knob angular range, except around a given position �0 where it
has to click. Consider that the operator moves the knob with a
positive velocity. Up to a certain angle �1��0, the desired torque
is zero. Then, when �1����0, the system should resist increas-
ingly, while, if ���0, the desired torque should instantaneously

Fig. 12 Closed loop step respon
Fig. 13 Realizing a spring function with a fully actuated device
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drop to zero in order to produce the feeling of a rapid release.
Thus, for a positive motion, the following algorithm should be
used:

if �1 � � � �0

then if T � 0

then Td = Tmax
� − �1

�0 − �1

else Td = 0

else

Td = 0

Note that, even if �1����0 the desired torque is set to zero
when the applied torque is negative, which allows one to pull back
the knob with no resistance if the user does not want to push over
the click. In order to feel the click for both directions of rotation at
the same position, it is required to implement a symmetric func-
tion for positions larger than �0 and negative torques, as illustrated
in Fig. 14. Furthermore, in order to prevent the torque loop inte-
grator from saturating when the operator releases the knob within
the angular click domain, the torque controller output V is frozen
whenever the applied torque is zero. Such a zero torque is actually

using a non-linear PI controller
se
Fig. 14 The haptic function of a “click”
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detected within a dead zone of ±1.5 mN m, so as to deal with the
measurement noise. Finally, the following algorithm is used to
compute the desired torque:

if �1 � � � �0

then if T � 1.5

then Td = Tmax
� − �1

�0 − �1

else if T � − 1.15

then Td = 0

else Vk+1 = Vk

else if �0 � � � �2

then if T � − 1.5

then Td = Tmax
�2 − �

�2 − �0

else if T � − 1.5

then Td = 0

else Vk+1 = Vk

else Td = 0

�22�

The parameters �0, �1, �2, and Tmax, can be tuned to produce
different feelings. Tmax represents the maximum resistance. Re-
ducing the width �2−�1 would produce a thinner clicker. How-
ever, this parameter has to be tuned considering also the dynamics
of the torque loop and the maximum velocity of the knob. Indeed,
if the operator rapidly turns the knob and if the programmed width
is small, there is a risk that the reaction of the torque loop, which
starts when ���1, is not complete when ���0. In this case, the
desired torque comes back to zero and the click is not felt by the
operator.

In addition to the inner nonlinear PI torque controller, Algo-
rithm �22� has been implemented, with the following parameters:
�0=60 deg, �1=55 deg, �2=65 deg and Tmax=60 mNm. In order
to produce illustrative plots of the system behaviour, experiments
were performed using the DC motor as an operator, thus produc-
ing a well controllable velocity.

In the first haptic experiment shown in Fig. 15, the click is
passed one time in both directions. It can be observed that the
desired torque is a ramp since the velocity is constant. The actual

Fig. 15 Haptic sensation: Passing through a “click”
torque precisely follows the desired one, except when the desired
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torque is zero, which cannot be achieved by the resistive actuator
due to the minimal amount of friction. This minimal amount is
different before and after the click, which is due to the hysteretic
effect. Interestingly, the click-release dynamics are very fast, as
the actual torque drops to its minimal amount within less than
100 ms. In order to illustrate the ability of releasing the resistive
torque when a back motion is desired prior to clicking, results
from a second experiment are shown in Fig. 16. In this experi-
ment, the dc motor is stopped when �=57 deg, that is before
clicking. The actual torque stays still until a reverse motion is
commanded to the motor.

Then, the torque first decreases linearly due to the elasticity of
the rod, and, when the torque becomes negative �the motor starts
pulling�, the desired torque drops to zero resulting in a minimal
friction. This would not have been possible with a conventional
haptic function.

7 Conclusions
The purpose of this research was to verify the possibility of

using ERF based resistive actuators in haptic interfaces. To do
this, an experimental method has been proposed to identify the
behavior of the system. This model describes the resistive torque
as a function of both the applied voltage and the velocity, and
somehow confirms the general trends of the theoretical model.
Next, torque control of an ERF based resistive actuator was in-
vestigated. The experimental inverse model was added to a PI
controller in order to linearize the system. It has been shown that
this non-linear PI controller with feedforward exhibits a precise
and accurate response, compatible with a use in a haptic applica-
tion. Then, the difficulty of using a resistive actuator as a haptic
device has been emphasized. Semi-active or resistive actuators act
as brakes. Thus, some classical haptic applications cannot be cre-
ated and some others have to be re-designed in order to overcome
this difficulty. As an example, a function using the measured po-
sition, velocity, and torque has been derived to carry out a click-
feeling knob. This function has been combined with the previous
controller to create a haptic sensation. Experiments demonstrated
a high quality haptic feeling.
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